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Who are these people that they should force us to be
free ? Far better trust ourselves to the sum of particular
wills and to the rule of the common-place majority
(however ignorant and selfish that majority may seem),
than sell ourselves to a clique of pushing individuals
who use their executive authority to masquerade as
the saviours of society. The doctrine of the General
Will is only applicable to a community where there is
complete wisdom and complete mutual confidence ; in
other words, it is only applicable when it has ceased to
be of any value. For such a community would have no
need for rules and legislation, being morally capable of
philosophic anarchy.
The concept of the General Will naturally accompanies
the concept of the social organism. It is the will not
of you and me, but of a new person, us. Spencer
endeavoured to connect the idea of a social organism
with his own individualism, and the logical results
were disastrous. A belief in the social organism is the
rational outcome of Dr* Bosanquet's refusal to see agay
real conflict between self and others. But the doctrine
of the social organism is not only dangerous in its
results, but extremely flimsy in its foundations. An
organism is a physical growth whose parts are com-
plementary ; but these parts cannot exist apart from
the whole. For instance, if you. cut ofi a man's legs you
cannot attach those limbs to another man ; the legs aae
lifeless and meaningless without the owner. But a
section of the State can perfectly well secede arid form a
new State : witness the Mayflower pilgrims.
also the new States that have been created by the
of Versailles, The analogy between, the
organism and the social organism is hopelessly in-
accurate. It would be ridiculous to claim that fee
finger has its own brain and spirit and indepo^Jeitt life ;

